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Proresi and Citri are now together at the                             
BLUEOTTER group, investing in waste valorisation 

Lisbon, 11 May 2018 

BLUEOTTER group aggregates companies CITRI and PRORESI. Its mission is to respond to the increasing 
quality challenges for environmental services on an ever-evolving sector and where there is growing 
concern in finding solutions at international level. 

This operation, supported by national and international banks, inserts in the investment strategy 
implemented since 2016. In the last two years BLUEOTTER has investments concluded and ongoing 
totalling more than 8 million Euros. In addition, it has also in analysis and development stages, with 
investors and multinational companies, projects totalling over 50 million Euros, destined to state-of-
the-art technology in resource valorisation areas within the Portuguese and other European markets 

BLUEOTTER will operate in strategic locations, in the north and south banks of Tagus river through 
two treatment and waste disposal units making technical confinement in landfill; two processing and 
preparation of waste derived alternative fuels units; a waste valorisation and sorting unit;  a 
bioremediation organic waste and contaminated soils treatment unit; two renewable energy 
production plants (a solar plant and another biogas energy production plant); two licensed and 
certified laboratories; and a new and modern organic waste composting treatment unit which will 
begin operating in 2019.   

BLUEOTTER`s priority is to invest in the best technical and environmental solutions for its clients and 
to manage strategic and innovative assets, namely waste valorisation. 

The development of partnerships with its clients and the implementation of projects in cooperation 
with other companies is one of its goals. More specifically, developing synergies with institutions that 

improve the valorisation of resources in all the value chain and actively contribute to overcome the 
immense challenge of sustainability for our Planet and our Generation   

BLUEOTTER through CITRI and PRORESI, under a joint and integrated management, now offers its 
clients a wide service portfolio of each unit, assuring an excellency and rigorous service, based on 
continuous improvement and in line with the best international practices of the sector. 

More than a company, BLUEOTTER a Sustainable Tomorrow  

For additional information: Alexandre Luz | luz@nextpower.pt |+351 967 934 503 


